
 

 

FINISH THE CONVERSATION 

1. Create a list of people that you are not in good standing with. Also add someone who is 

deceased and you possibly didn’t get to express good thoughts and feelings to them in this 

life. It might take a day or two to make this list. Then start with number 1 on this list to 

work on. Do not change the order of this list and work in the proper order. 

2. Be alone. Use this tool in a private place even going to work in the car or in a quiet room. 

3. Ask permission from this person’s higher self. Their spirit is usually open and not 

wanting to fight. 

4.  Take 10-20 minutes and let everything out that’s bothering you about this person. You 

can yell, scream, cry or have an intense conversation with them. If you didn’t give that 

person the compliment or gratitude they deserved, you can do that now. (If the person is 

alive and available, I recommend giving them the positive praise in person as well.) 

(Caution here: We are not trying to bring up, practice and empower hateful angry feelings. 

We are RELEASING through our voice the hurtful feelings we have held on to.) 

5. Apologize for the negative energy you have pointed towards them – thoughts, feelings 

and actions if applicable. When you are responsible for yourself, you will affect their spirit 

by going first. You send the energy that allows them to change.  

6. Ask them, “Will you forgive me?” Ask your higher power and yourself the same question. 

7. Say, “Thank you!” for their time and attention to this important conversation that you 

have now finished to complete that relationship communication circle. 

To conclude: 

1. If you don’t change the energy towards someone else, the relationship won’t change and 

that negative energy will affect ALL of your relationships on some level. 

2. If you leave a conversation unfinished – good or bad – the anchor will weigh you down as 

you move across the lake of life. Stop blaming the motor, the fuel running out or the boat. 

Take care of the anchors! 

(This is also a great tool to speak to another’s spirit and build them up in a positive way!) 

Optional: Write a letter in great detail following the steps above. Do NOT save it on a 

computer. Privately, read this “script” with great emotion to fully release the energy. 
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